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If you would like to buy a yearbook, you
can order through jostens.com.

Seniors: All senior pictures are due no later than the
last day of 1st semester, which is Thursday, January 17.
Please e-mail photos to uanorwester@yahoo.com
in .jpg format. Hard copies of senior pictures are
accepted; digital is preferred.
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Donate your long locks of hair to a child struggling 
with cancer and other debilitating diseases. Artemis 
Medical Spa and Salon is helping Hawks Locks for 
Kids (founded by OSU athlete A.J Hawk and his wife, 
Laura) by holding a Cut-a-Thon on March 23rd from 
10 am – 5 pm. 

Hair needs to be at least 12-14 inches in length to send and 
cannot be chemically treated.  For info call the Artemis at 
614-793-8346 and ask for Cheryl for more details!  

Hair. For her, it 
means normal. It 
means no more 
stares. It means 
feeling beautiful 
again. It means 
being a kid again.

You can make a difference and Artemis will 
give you a fantastic new hair style in return.  

ARTEMIS
ONE LIFE • ONE BODY • ONE IMAGE

GET THE BEST TRAINING – that fits your life.

Complete Driver’s Ed in as little as 3 weeks!

After school classes available at the High School  
or evening or weekend classes are available  

at our local Hilliard Education Center!

Enroll by calling 800.374.8373  
or visit www.topdriver.com
(mention this ad when enrolling to SAVE $10)

You deserve more than driver education.

You need Driver Intelligence.

Top Driver at Upper Arlington High School
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organizations encourage 
students to spread the word.

15AnOTHEr PErSPECTIVE:
Atheists share how their 

alternative belief system has 
impacted their lives.

‘‘I think Christianity is an 
awesome thing … but I  

don’t want anyone to think that 
these groups … are trying to 
pressure anybody.”

Junior Kelton Aschinger
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5In-BrIEF: students report on cocoa and cram, 

boys and girls water polo state titles, fencing 
club and the retirement of a college counselor.

6APOCALYPSE: centuries of prophesies may 
point to the end of the world—or not.

9TEXTInG AnD DrIVInG: New uA law prohibits 
sending messages while behind the wheel.
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IN COMPETITION,  
FRACTIONS OF A SECOND OR INCHES  

DETERMINE THE WINNER! 
 

GIVE YOUR STUDENT ATHLETE THE  
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE NEEDED TO WIN ON 

THE FIELD AND THROUGHOUT LIFE.    
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INJURY REDUCTION, POST-REHAB RECOVERY, AND 
MORE. 

TRY US FREE. MENTION THIS AD TO RECEIVE A FREE  
INTRODUCTORY PILATES EQUIPMENT SESSION. 
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 cocoa and cram
link crew plans fifth annual event

link crew leaders plan to help freshmen 
prepare for their first set of midterm exams 

with two “cocoa and cram” sessions held  
dec. 11 and 13.

this year will mark the fifth annual cocoa 
and cram. the link crew program has 
held this event each year to help freshmen 
prepare for exams, answer any questions 
the students have, and provide them with 
warm beverages and free snacks.

roughly 100 students attend the event, 
according to nancy Botti, a coordinator 
for the Link Crew program. 

one of those students two years ago  
was junior Paul Verdier, who is now a link 
crew leader.

“i went as a freshman and i loved it,” 
verdier said. “on top of studying, i got a lot 
of questions answered.”

verdier, who will be helping students  
this year, recommends all freshmen attend  
the event.

“i hated studying [when i was a 
freshman,] but cocoa and cram made it 
fun,” verdier said. “the link crew leaders 
were awesome and i had a great time.”

by Journalism I sophomore Ella Koscher

  gIrls water polo
team wins third consecutive  
state championship title

the girls water polo team took home 
its third consecutive state title oct. 27, 

defeating cincinnati sycamore 6-3. this 
state title will be the fourth in the past five 
years, and the 13th overall for the team.

 “i’m proud of the progress that the team 
makes,” coach Dan Peterkoski said. “in 
order to win the state championship every 
year, we have to make a lot of progress.”

such progress is due in part to the team’s 
training schedule, junior Betsy Trace said. 
With morning practice sessions, after-school 

practices and runs, as well as weight lifting 
during the team’s off-season, the team strives 
to meet peterkoski’s high expectations.

 While the girls had a successful season, 
peterkoski said the team can still improve. 

“We have to get better to be one of the 
elite programs in the country,” he said.

For now, trace is satisfied with the win.
“it feels really good,” she said. “When you 

think about all the work we have put in... it 
feels like we really deserve it.”

Sophomore Emma Lammers said she is 
already looking forward to next season. 

“We work really hard to keep our 
intensity up,” lammers said, “so we don’t 
get overconfident and then stop winning 
games.”

by Journalism I sophomore Alee Caldwell

  fencIng club
Athletes hope to qualify for 2013 
Fencing Junior olympics

as the annual Fencing Junior olympics date 
draws near, the fencing team is hoping to  

qualify in the dec. 2 Qualifiers.
Sophomore Devon Blank, a fencer for 

two years, is currently using every opportunity 
to earn his spot in the Junior olympics.

“the people there are really, really good,” he 
said, “[so] i’m getting private lessons.”

Sophomore Megan Amling, who has 
been fencing for four years, has also taken her 
training to the next level. 

“i practice fencing [regularly], jog constantly 
to stay in shape, and do as many drills as possible 
to get the muscle memory going,” she said.

amling has participated in previous 
qualifing rounds; she found the experience 
both humbling and helpful. 

“the first time i went, it was overwhelming,” 
she said. “competition-wise, i couldn’t even 
compare to the others from around the world. 
it was so intimidating. but the truth is, each 
time i lost, i learned to get better.”
by Journalism I sophomore Hashem Anabtawi

 boys water polo
team wins first state title since 2009

the boys water polo season came to an 
exciting close with a victory in the nov. 6-7 

state tournament.
the bears were victorious in the semifinals 

against thomas Worthington, winning 18-8, 
then they defeated cincinnati sycamore 17-2 
in the final, earning them the state title. 

Sophomore Ian Watson said the boys are 
proud of their accomplishments, especially 
because of the exceptional game they played 
to claim their state title. 

“[We went] into the second half holding 
[cincinnati] scoreless,” Watson said. “after the 
game we all celebrated and jumped in the water.”

the team was strong from the beginning, 
which proved to be of its bigger struggles.

“coming into the season, we were 
obviously the top team,” Watson said, “but we 
were able to stay confident, not cocky, and 
focus at almost all the practices.”

by Journalism I sophomore Kimmy Sullivan

 college center
counselor mark davis prepares 
for upcoming retirement

on dec. 22, students will say goodbye to 
a longtime faculty member. College 

counselor Mark Davis is set to retire at the 
end of this year. 

davis began his educational career at ua 
in 1974, teaching science for 17 years before 
moving into his counseling position.

davis’ experience with ski club and the 
andros island summer field trip encouraged 
him to become a counselor. When a position 
opened up at ua in 1990, davis took it. For 
nearly all of the past nine years, davis has held 
the title of college counselor.

davis looks forward to traveling post-retirement; 
he has planned a cruise to singapore this January.

dr. Kathy Moore, the new college counselor, 
has been working in the college center since the 
beginning of the school year to ease the transition.

by Journalism I sophomore Peter Hutson

photo by Maria berger

Scrambling for the ball, two Golden Bear girls (blue caps) 
help out with the team’s Aug. 25 win against Cincinnati 
Princeton. The girls went on to win the state title Oct. 27.

I n - b r I e f

photo by hasheM anabtaWi

Sophomore Angela Huang practices with UA alum 
Rachel Marsh. Marsh has been an assistant coach since 
she graduated in 2012.

photo by lexy elliott

Senior captain Max Jelen looks to make a pass against 
a Saint Xavier defender at the Oct. 10 game. The boys 
went on to win the state title Nov. 7.
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T      he Mayan 
man donned 
his grass skirt, sipped 

his herbal tea and focused on 
the circular stone calendar at his feet. 
half a world away, an egyptian pharaoh 
consulted his priests about the imminent rise 
of the dead. nostradamus stroked his beard 
and sought the council of the prophecies. 
everything pointed towards one finale: an 
apocalyptic end to the human race.

dec. 21, 2012 marks the date of the 
Mayan apocalypse prediction; thousands 
of years ago these high priests with their 
grass skirts and herbal teas had already 
determined that the class of 2013 and any 
after would never graduate. 

throughout history, countless religions 
and ancient civilizations have shared 
their concern for the end of the world, 
justifying their predictions through the 
bible, the stars and planetary alignments. 
apocalyptic dates pass as fast as the 
prophecies are made; from the rapture 
—a term found in christian theology that 
refers to the rising of the dead—to the 
Mayan apocalypse, the predictions are 
recalculated as they come and go. 

Biblical Prophesies
biblical works include many instances 

of apocalyptic scenarios and armageddon. 
the rapture, first predicted to occur in 
1844 and most lately in october 2011, 
hypothetically consists of the “dead in christ 
[rising],” to quote the bible’s 1 thessalonians. 
When a May 21, 2011 prediction of the 
rapture proved inaccurate, christian radio 
broadcaster harold camping claimed that 
an invisible “spiritual judgement had taken 
place” and he changed the prediction to oct. 
21, 2011. needless to say, the dead did not 
rise and life continued without any conflict.

biblical verses isaiah 42:14 and 15 read 
god “will lay waste to the mountains and 
hills” in the apocalypse. using figures 
provided in the biblical work, the book 
of daniel, the renowned astronomer and 
philosopher isaac newton predicted that 
the apocalypse could happen no later than 

As Dec. 21 comes closer, it is no longer a question of when the world 

will end; it has become a question of how the world will end.

by matiasgrotewold, ‘13 and daveystrahm,’13

layout by pattyhuntley, ‘13

2060. 
“it may 
end later,” 
newton said, “but 
i see no reason for its 
ending sooner.” 

according to the book of 
revelations, the last book of the new 
testament that has a large focus on the 
final events of the world, there are Four 
horsemen of the apocalypse. as their name 
describes, these horsemen will mark the 
coming of the apocalypse. although the 
book of revelations only names one of the 
horsemen, death, the others are traditionally 
named War, Famine and pestilence. a video 
of the attack on the american embassy in 
cairo, egypt, shows what to some theorists 
appears to be one of the horsemen rising 
from a haze of gas. While the “horseman” is 
barely distinguishable from the haze of gas 
that surrounds and shapes it, many believers 
of the Four horsemen theory claim that this 
is the appearance of one of the four, and that 
the apocalypse is approaching.

Ancient Prophesies
other ancient predictions stem from 

egyptian and Mayan sources. according 
to interpretations of Mayan calendars, an 
“end date” occurs this dec. 21. the Mayan 
dec. 21 apocalypse date is among the most 
publicized theories, in part due to the 2009 
science-fiction disaster film 2012.

around the world, people take action 
in response to the Mayan prediction. the 
town of bugarach, France, located on 
a mountain in the pyrenees, has drawn 
thousands of people in the belief the 
mountain has magical powers and is 
inhabited by extraterrestrials. according to 
The Huffington Post, as of april of this year, 
over 20,000 people had staked out areas 

near 
the 
summit. Many 
of the people 
believe that on dec. 
21 the human civilization 
will end and  extraterrestrials 
inhabiting the mountain will 
emerge to take those on the 
mountain to safety.

locals, including the mayor, are scornful 
of the people flocking to the town.

according to The New York Times Jan. 30, 
2011 article “For end of the World, a French 
peak holds allure,” by Maia de la baume, 
Mayor Jean-pierre delord said he does not 
want to see bugarach become a safe haven 
for “apocalypse believers and lunatics.” 

rather unfortunately for the thousands 
who have taken action in response to the 
apocalyptic predictions stemming from 
the Mayan tablets, researchers cited by 
the history channel, including Mayan 
scholar sven gronemeyer of la trobe 
university in australia, concluded that 
the Mayan apocalyptic predictions were, 
in fact, never predicted. dec. 21 simply 
marks the start of a new “long count,” or 
about 5,126 years, a measure created by 
the Mayans to establish chronologies or 
relate to events separated by many years. 

the predictions stem from hieroglyphs 
found on a 1,300-year-old stone tablet at 
an archeological site in Mexico. the actual 
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glyphs prophesize an event involving 
bolon yokte, the Mayan god of creation 
and war, visiting the earth. according to 
many Mayan scholars, this date simply 
marks a new calendar cycle as opposed to 
an apocalyptic event.

thousands of miles away, the ancient 
egyptian book of the dead is the oldest 
known religious document, recording events 
that occurred as far back as 15,000 b.c.e. 
the document is a composition of hymns, 
prayers, and rituals that are performed in 
order to guide a soul along the path to 
osiris, or the modern day equivalent to 
heaven.  in the book of the dead a series of 
events said to have occurred in 9792 b.c.e. 
are described as a world-wide catastrophe. 
these events were said to have been 
caused by the planet venus moving into 
the path of the orion constellation.

this planetary movement caused a 
widespread panic among egyptian 

astronomers, who have been 
regarded as astrological masters 

by astronomy experts for 
centuries. the egyptian 

astronomers used the 
stars and the planets to 

make predictions on 
events to come. 
they prophesied 
that the 
movement of the 
planet venus into 
the star orion’s 
path would occur 

again in the year 2012: 
the apocalypse.

according to the records kept in the 
book of the dead, the sun rose on a new 
horizon which caused for two sunsets and 
two sunrises, which can only occur in the 
event of a shift in the earth’s poles.

Many researchers have done studies 
on this date and while there is no physical 
evidence of a polar shift having taken 
place, astrologists have noted that the 
positions of orion and venus are identical 
to their locations in 9792 b.c.e.

in the event of a polar shift the earth’s 
magnetic iron core would alter, causing 
the earth’s rotations to be put in reverse. 
When this happens the outer crust of the 
planet would break off from the inner layers, 
causing it to tilt in one direction. a translation 
of the book of the dead describes this as 
“instead of looking up at the sky, it would 

seem like the sky is falling down.”
some astronomers have linked this to 

theories of the lost civilization atlantis, saying 
that had such an event occurred, a world-
wide flood might have accompanied it, 
causing the city to be buried under the sea.

science devotees who foresee an 
apocalypse are more inclined towards 
theories such as those of the polar shift 
or side-effects of climate change as the 
catalysts for the demise of civilization.

Nostradamus’ Prophesies
perhaps the most vague of the 

predictions of the end of the world are 
those of nostradamus, a French seer who 
lived during the early 1500s. accredited 
by believers with having predicted 
hitler’s rise to power followed by the 
second World War, the assassination of 
JFK and the sept. 11 attacks, believers 
seem convinced that an apocalyptic 
end to the world must be found 
somewhere in his writings. For example, 
many point to passages that prophesy 
a planet colliding with the earth or a 
meteor impact as allusions to the 2012 
apocalypse date. however, the writings 
are characterized by vague wording and 
a lack of specific time frames, and at no 
point is dec. 21 or 2012 mentioned.

Many scientists and researchers skeptical 
of nostradamus’ prophetic powers are quick 
to point out that nostradamus’ predictions 
are only brought to light after the 
event predicted has occurred. 
an example of this is 
the sept. 11 attacks. 
in 1997, brock 
university 
history 
graduate 
neil 

Marshall wrote an article titled “a critical 
analysis of nostradamus,” where he wrote 
a passage “predicting” the attacks. the 
passage was written in a style similar to 
that which nostradamus used, causing 
many to believe that it in fact was a passage 
written by nostradamus. because of the 
vague language and unclear subject, the 
passage was accredited by many with 
having predicted the attacks, although the 
language could have applied to a myriad 
of events and dates. the point of the article 
was that, with sufficiently vague language 
and broad predictions, nostradamus’ 
passages could be interpreted to point 
towards a variety of tragic outcomes.

in spite of social experiments such as 
this one and a lack of concrete evidence 
in nostradamus’ writings, his followers and 
believers are convinced that predictions 
about the apocalypse exist.

The Zombie Apocalypse
although some predictions, such as 

the those from the Mayans and egyptians, 
have their roots in mythology and theology, 
others are based on pop culture, such as 
a “zombie apocalypse.” in response to the 
general fascination with these flesh-eaters, 
the center for disease control (cdc) 
outlined actions that should be taken 
to prepare for a zombie apocalypse. the 
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Weapons:
First things first: the only way to kill a zombie is 

by destroying its brain. now, while most people will 
immediately reach for the biggest and baddest looking 
shotgun around, this is not an ideal weapon with which to 
kill the zombie. When choosing your means of defense, you 
will definitely want to keep in mind three things: weight, 
noise level and efficiency. We recommend the following:

Bow and arrow
advantages - these are quiet, extremely accurate and the 

arrows are reusable.  With adequate woodworking skills 
and practice, arrows can be created using the wood 
from the enivronment

disadvantages - requires some background knowledge or 
training and ammunition is not easy to come by if the 
arrows are wasted. it takes a few seconds to reload and 
is rather inconvenient while traveling.

Sword (Or any sharp object)
advantages - swords are incredibly quiet and very easy 

to transport. also, because they do not require 
ammunition, they are ideal weapons to have on hand.

disadvantages - you have to be close to the zombie in order 
to eliminate the threat.

CluB (Or any blunt object)
advantages - they are easy to transport and tend to 
be quiet.
disadvantages -  easy to break and, like the sword, you 
have to be close in order for it to be effectie. they may 
also require multiple hits to eliminate the threat, especially 
if you are not very strong.

Firearm
advantages - ideal for taking out large hordes of zombies, 

they are efficient killing machines and take just one 
shot to eliminate the zombie threat.

disadvantages - they are loud and sound tends to attract 
more zombies. also, ammunition is limited and is not 
replenishable.

Your environment
an essential skill for any zombie survivalist is the ability to 
manipulate your environment to your advantage.  

majority of the preparatory steps provided, such as having clean 
water, a food supply and a meeting place in case of emergency, apply 
to any type of natural disaster, whether apocalyptic or not.

Natural Disasters and Acts of Terror
the zombie apocalypse seems to be a lingering worry, propelled 

by tv series and movies such as The Walking Dead, Zombieland and 
Dawn of the Dead. however, much more prevalent is the threat of 
natural disasters or even, to the horror of pacifists and optimists, 
destruction of the world by human acts. 

events such as the attack on the World trade centers, the 
war on terror and nuclear armaments are often cited as signs 
of the impending apocalypse. obviously, a nuclear apocalypse 
has been a nightmare for citizens and politicians alike since 
the first nuclear weapons entered the testing phase, but now, 
with an aggressive iran stretching nuclear diplomacy limits, 
the possibility of nuclear warfare is rapidly approaching. as 
israeli prime Minister outlined in a speech to the united nations 
general assembly on sept. 27, iran is 90 percent finished 
creating a nuclear weapon and, according to many sources, 
ready to use them once they are available.

Apocalyptic Probabilities 
For some, it seems doomsday looms around every corner. Wheth-

er by zombies, an act of terror or natural causes, the end seems near. 
according to statistician carl haub in Washington d.c., the number 

of living people has not yet and never will outnumber the dead. 
Moreover, zombie lore asserts the undead can constantly add to 
their ranks through bites. and ua might prove a tasty treat, as over 
95 percent of students said the community has not properly 
prepared students for an apocalyptic scenario, according to a 
voluntary Arlingtonian survey of over 150 students.

but a zombie apocalyse may not be humankind’s biggest 
threat. cdc spokesman david daigle said, “cdc does not know of 
a virus or condition that would reanimate the dead.”

disregarding the zombie threat, researchers do not believe that 
anything out of the ordinary will occur on dec. 21, and over 90 
percent of students agree. according to a January 2012 article from 
the official nasa website, were another planet or enormous meteor 
to be hurling through outerspace toward earth, astronomists 
are positive that the threat already would have been discovered. 
scientists also assert that the poles are due to switch roughly every 
400,000 years; however, this would not affect life on earth. 

as for the Mayan, egyptian and christian predictions, 
researchers find little conclusive proof of the liklihood of such 
events. on the other hand, to disregard the impact of climate 
change could be foolhardy. although the changes would, according 
to articles in national geographic and scientific american from 2007 
and 2012, respectively, cause widespread flooding, stronger storms 
and coastal cities would soon find themselves underwater. 

dec. 21 likely will go by without an apocalypse. to the Mayans, the 
morning of dec. 22 would be as significant as Jan. 1 is to americans; it 
is the start of a new year, a new cycle. the world will continue. a new 
date will be set for an apocalypse. believers will commit themselves in 
preparation for the end, and once that date passes, it will all happen 
again. until one day, perhaps in the not-so-distant future, the world 
really does end.   

Essential Supplies:
• backpack         • duct tape 
• Flashlight          • rope
• lighters/matches        • Water
• communication device       • utility Knife
• canned food/non-perishable items
 

arlingtonian recommends weapons, supplies 
in the case of a flesh-eating apocalypse
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by kariHIgHmAN, ’13

“A texting driver is 23 times more 
likely to get into a crash than a 
non-texting driver.” 

This startling statistic from the Ad 
Council’s official website brings to light 
a topic that is highly relevant to teens 
today: texting and driving. According to a 
Reuter’s poll conducted by AT&T in May 
of 2012, 97 percent of the 1,200 teenagers 
surveyed said that texting while driving is 
dangerous. Even so, 43 percent of those 
same teens admitted to texting behind the 
wheel within the past three months.

To combat this dangerous activity 
within the community, UA City Council 
voted to enact a ban on texting and 
driving on Oct. 8.  According to UA City 
Council Vice President Don Leach, the 
legislation will make texting behind the 
wheel a serious offense.

“We wanted to have a similar provision 
in the UA traffic code, which allows us to 
address the issue in our Mayor’s Court, 
rather than downtown in Municipal 
Court,” Leach said.  “While considering 
the UA version of the legislation, we 
decided to make the offense a primary one, 
rather than a secondary one, as the state 
law provides. That means that in UA a 
police officer can stop a driver suspected of 
texting and driving.”

Leach said  the primary offense clause 
of the ban should have more of an impact 
on drivers. 

“That ability makes our law stronger 
than the state law. [The state law] does not 
allow a stop based on suspected texting 
and driving; under state law a person could 
only be charged with texting and driving if 
he or she had been stopped for some other 
suspected violation,” he said. 

Leach also said that the city hopes to 
shed light on the subject of using one’s 
phone while behind the wheel. 

Junior Elise Waltzer said that while 
the ban may not be 100 percent effective, 
it will discourage drivers from texting. 

“I think the ban [was put] in place 
so at the very least it will discourage 

the idea of texting during driving, and 
hopefully prevent it from happening,”  
Waltzer said. 

The ban will affect every driver in UA, 
but, in Waltzer’s opinion, it will especially 
have an impact on new motorists.

“Since they’re nervous about this now, 
as new drivers, it will carry on as they 
continue to drive. Especially [if you’re] 
a new driver, you wouldn’t want to get 
pulled over shortly after you get your 
license,” she said.

UA’s ban is aimed at preventing the 
tragedies that can result from distracted 
driving, such as traffic accidents, injuries of 
pedestrians or motorists and even deaths.

 However, sophomore Elise Rucker 
said that despite the ban’s benefits, people 
might react negatively when police seize 
their phones when they are pulled over 
for texting and driving, as outlined in 
UA’s ban of the behavior.

“I feel as if most teens will be fine 
with being pulled over [for texting 
and driving] but will feel the phone 
confiscation is one step too far,” Rucker 
said. “When I first read about the ban, 

all in all I thought it was 
pretty fair, but if it ever 
happened to me, I’m 
not sure how I would 
feel about the phone 
confiscation.” 

Instead of taking the 
phone, Rucker suggests 
warning first-time offenders. 

“Maybe they could start you off with 
a warning, and if it ever happened again 
then police would have the right to take 
the phone,” she said.

Senior Kelly Spangler said that while 
most teenagers won’t like it, she hopes 
the ban will keep them safe.

“Just being careful while texting and 
driving isn’t good enough,” Spangler 
said. “The only way to stay 100 percent 
safe is to just not do it. Texts aren’t that 
important. They can wait.”   

2 txt or not 2 txt ...
New driving restrictions in UA will impact students behind the wheel

‘‘Just being careful while 
texting and driving 

isn’t good enough. The only 
way to stay 100 percent safe is 
to not do it.”

senior Kelly spangler
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right: From left to right, varsity basketball cheerleaders 
junior Natalie Mckinney, senior Chloe Capuano, junior 
Maria Knox, senior captain Anna Hawthorne and junior 
Sarah Moore learn new material for the upcoming season.

photo by audrey rossphoto by lexy elliott

by emmaklebe, ’13

Athletes

Winter teams start tryouts,  
prepare for upcoming season 

below: Sophomore Danielle Rehl dives into the pool 
during the Nov. 5 practice as the team prepares for 
its first meet. The swimming and diving team had its 
Black and Gold Inter-squad meet Nov. 21 at 6 pm.
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Above: Coach Mike Fee and junior Blake Reid practice 
a one-on-one drill during a Nov. 12 wrestling practice. 
The team’s first match is the Dec. 1 Golden Bear 
Invitational at 9 a.m. 

photo by Maria berger

gIrls basketball
senior macauley mikes

Q:  what training 
have you done 
with your team to 
prepare for the 
season?

mikes: since school 
has started, we have 
had open gyms 
nearly every day of 
the week and lifting 

three times a week. this year we tried to 
incorporate conditioning more into our 
open gyms and less time out at the track.  

Q: what are some of your team’s 
strengths and weaknesses?

mikes:  We have a great set of guards that 
can shoot and control the ball. We are a 
team with excellent outside shots. our 
team also has great chemistry due to the 
amount of time, both on and off the court, 
we spend together. a weakness we have is 
that we do not have the [height] some of 
our opponents have. to make up for this, 
we have a very quick and athletic team.

Ice hockey
senior derrick galantowicz

Q: what training has 
your team done to 
prepare for the 
season? 

galantowitz: We 
had summer skates 
early in the summer 
and starting a month 
to two months ago 
[we] have had lifting 

and conditioning Monday, Wednesday and 
Fridays and captains’ skates tuesdays and 
thursdays. 

Q:  what are some team and personal 
goals that you have?                             

galantowitz: some team goals might be 
beating st. charles preparatory school, 
having an undefeated season and winning 
districts. a personal could be to get over 70 
percent face off percentage.

Q:  what are you most excited for this 
season?                                

galantowitz: i’m excited for tournaments 
and seeing all the fans come to our games 
hopefully. 

Captains’ Corner

photo by lexy elliott

right: Senior Austin Ping passes to junior Oskar 
Malinowski at a pre-season basketball practice. The 
team’s first home game will be Dec. 7 against Thomas 
Worthington at 7:30 p.m.
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G o, therefore, and make disciples of all nations, baptizing 
them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the 
Holy Spirit.”         — Matthew 28:19

This Bible verse from the Gospel of Matthew guides 
the way some UAHS students live their lives. For these individuals, the high 
school offers a comfortable atmosphere for them to live out their faith. 

Throughout the school, these students have a noticeable influence on 
the rest of the student body. They feel comfortable sharing their faith with 
others in a public school setting, and much of this comfort comes from the 
support of the Christian organizations of which they are members.

Two of the most prominent organizations are Young Life and Cru, the 
latter formerly known as Student Venture. According to the official Young 
Life website, the group “brings the good news of Jesus Christ into the 
lives of adolescents with an approach that is respectful of who kids are and 
hopeful about who they can be.”  

Members of the UA group meet each Monday for Club, where they 
enjoy skits, games, and music with their friends. They also meet each 
Wednesday for Campaigners, a Bible study devoted to delving deeper into 
“life’s tough questions with a group of friends and leaders you can trust,” 
according to the organization’s website.

Cru is another popular group for those who wish to know more about 
what a relationship with Jesus Christ means. According to its website, 
Cru is a “community of Spirit-led, Christ-centered, spiritually maturing 
believers,” whose mission is “to build spiritual movements so every teenager 
has the opportunity to know and follow Christ.”  The UA group meets on 
Monday nights to “have fun together and learn more about what it means 

A group of Christian students, many of which 
are involved in Young Life and Cru, gather in the 
gymnasium. These students and others like them feel 
comfortable expressing their faith with their peers. 

UA Disciples
Social media and 
personal influence 
allow Christian youth 
groups and their 
members to share 
their faith within the 
halls of UAHS.

by mattiesteveNs, ’13, 
and gracemoodY, ‘14,
layout by natasharINgNAldA, ‘13
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photo illustration by natasha ringnalda

to have a personal relationship with God.”  
The group also hosts small group meetings 
once a week led by an older student, 
volunteer, or staff member where they can 
further discuss their faith.

The presence of these two groups, along 
with the high number of Christian students 
at UAHS, has a significant influence on the 
student body.

Posting the Word
The strategies these organizations use 

to spread the word about certain events 
vary from posting on social networking 
sites to spreading information around the 
school and making announcements on 
Kickin’ It Live, the high school’s weekly 
broadcast news show.

For the Christian students who grow 
in their faith by taking part in a group or 
Bible study with friends, spreading the 
word about their event or group is key in 
gaining more believers.

One way of spreading the word about 
various Christian-based events is by posting 
information throughout the halls. To post 
flyers around the school, the approval of a 
school administrator is needed, assistant 
principal Andrew Theado said.

However, due to the small amount of 
people posting flyers around the school, 
principal Emilie Greenwald said she is not 

worried about students getting in trouble for 
being involved in such actions.

“We don’t view it as a tremendous 
issue,” Greenwald said.

Theado and Greenwald recommend that 
if students choose to post flyers, they put 
them on tack strips throughout the halls as 
opposed to stuffing them in students’ lockers. 
The two described this as more of a passive 
action, which helps to keep students from 
getting offended, since the information is 
not directly sent to them.

“Posting flyers on bulletin boards is much 
less intrusive, because it’s the students’ choice 
if they check it out,” Greenwald said. “But 
stuffing them in lockers: I view that a little 
differently.”

Senior Sydney Latas, who is not a 
member of any Christian youth group, said 
that in most cases posting flyers, making 
announcements, or inviting people to 
events via Facebook is acceptable.

“If you want to invite me to Burger 
Bash or something, then that’s fine,” she 
said. “You’re just including everyone and 
advertising your community event.”

With the emergence of social 
networking, many Christian organizations 
use social media sites such as Facebook 
and Twitter to get the word out to others 
about religious events.

Kelton Aschinger, a junior who attends 

Cru, said he feels strongly in his faith and 
uses social networks to spread the word 
about various Cru meetings or events.

“It’s not all about the meetings [or] the 
Bible studies,” Aschinger said. “It’s really 
about trying to make disciples everywhere, 
and I think social networking has allowed 
these groups to really share their beliefs to 
hundreds of people really fast.”

Like Aschinger, senior Allee Overmyer 
feels comfortable in her faith and is a regular 
attendee at Young Life. For Overmyer, 
social media sites have helped her and the 
whole Young Life group advertise certain 
events or meet-ups.

“I’m really involved in Young Life and we 
post everything online,” she said. “It’s a good 
way to get it out so people know about it.” 

Opposing Views
Although social networking is effective 

for some, not all students are thrilled 
about the implications Christian groups 
have had on their Facebook newsfeed or 
Twitter homepage.

Latas, who uses various social network-
ing sites, said she sometimes finds status 
updates and tweets with Bible verses annoy-
ing. She believes broadcasting one’s faith on 
a social networking site is unnecessary.

“If you’re a person who’s really confident 
in your religion, you shouldn’t feel the 
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37% Say Yes
                                                                   36% say no     27%  say undecidedvoluntary arlingtonian survey oF 177 students

need to broadcast it,” she said. “[It] has the 
potential to aggravate or offend others.”

While Latas is sometimes bothered 
by scripture being posted as one’s status 
update, she does realize social networking’s 
potential to get the word out, so she 
understands why some students post such 
information. However, Latas said that if 
one declines an invitation to a Christian 
event, it should end there.

“I think it’s really nice that they’re 
making an effort to be inclusive 
of everyone, and I think that’s 
commendable,” Latas said. “But at the 
same time, when someone says no, then 
stop trying to badger them into going.”

Next to the constant Facebook updates 
and tweets, Latas said other aspects of these 
groups can be irritating.

“The elephant in the room is that 
Young Life is a huge force at the high 
school. We hear about it on Facebook 
and Twitter, and we see the leaders at 
the school and at community events,” she 
said. “I just see them talking to the kids 
after school which is nice, but it makes 
me uncomfortable. Have your Young Life 
wherever you’re going to have it; just don’t 
bring it to the school.”

Like Latas, senior Ava Esler does not 
attend any of these Christian groups. 
Esler considers herself agnostic and said 
she does not feel that religion is forced 
on her while at school.

“I definitely feel no pressure to feel 
one way or the other about religion here, 
which is a good thing,” she said.

Christian Influence
While one can see the influence of 

these groups by the flyers around the 
school or on social media websites, 
the way members of these groups 
portray themselves is also noticeable. 
The influence Christians have on the 
school and community is seen by many, 
including faculty members.

Language arts teacher Michael 
Donelson is currently on staff at Cru. 
During his 18 years of teaching at UAHS, 
Donelson has seen students who are very 
willing to share their faith with others as 
well as students who are more shy.

“I think some students are more shy 
about sharing their faith in the school 
because of this perception of separation 
of church and state,” Donelson said. 

“Though every student has the right to 
choose what they believe, they might feel 
that they can’t express it in the school 
environment.”

Donelson said other students might 
be shy about sharing their faith because 
they fear being judged for their beliefs.

“I think that sometimes we don’t 

have the sense of tolerance or acceptance 
that everybody claims we have,” Donelson 
said. “Instead of trying to understand 
what someone believes, people tend to be 
far more judgmental. So if people didn’t 
feel [so] judged then they would be more 
willing to share.”

While Donelson’s description of shy 
believers holds true for some students, 
Aschinger is one who feels comfortable 
sharing his faith, even in a public school 
setting. To help grow in his faith, 
Aschinger has been involved with Cru 
throughout his high school years. He said 
UAHS provides a safe atmosphere for him 
to express his religious beliefs.

Like Aschinger, Overmyer also 
feels comfortable in her beliefs. 
She said Christians who are strong 
enough in their faith to openly live it 
out in the school can have a positive 
influence on the student body by giving 
encouragement to other students.

“You can see a lot of times with 
the people that really love the Lord,” 
Overmyer said. “They have this glow or this 
happiness about them and a lot of times it’s 
encouraging for other people.”

Aschinger said Christian students have 
the ability to serve as positive influences 
on the rest of the school. The 
most noticeable influence 
Aschinger sees is the 
actions and morals 
of those who are 
Christian.

“If you look at 
somebody who is really living 

their life with Christian morals, you can see 
a difference,” Aschinger said.

However, other students have different 
views about the influence of Christians in 
the school. Despite the personal invitations, 
tweets, and Facebook status updates, 
students involved in Christian ministries 
have a negligible influence on some 

members of the student 
body, Latas said. At times, 
Latas feels annoyed with 
the evangelistic methods of 
these groups. 

“They definitely don’t 
have a negative influence; 
they’re not doing anything 
bad,” Latas said. “I think 
it’s great if you want to 
explore your faith more, but 

I don’t think they have as positive of an 
influence as they think.”

Esler, who said she sees a strong 
presence of Christians at UAHS, shares 
common views with Latas about the neutral 
influence they have on the student body.

“I believe that they don’t really change 
many opinions,” Esler said.

Community of Believers
For many students, having a group of 

fellow believers with which to surround 
themselves is a helpful way to grow in 
their faith. Aschinger credits his strong 
beliefs to the positive effect surrounding 
himself with a group of believers at Cru 
has had on him.

“Putting myself in an organization that 
is trying to put me on the track to God 
has helped me more than I ever thought it 
would,” Aschinger said.

Due to the friendships with the 
believers at Cru, Aschinger said he 
has been able to grow in his faith 
tremendously throughout his high school 
years. Because of the group’s impact on 
him personally, Aschinger rose up to a 
leadership role in the group to help other 
students have a similar experience.

Are Christian groups too intrusive at UAHS?

‘‘I think making 
disciples at the school 

or around the community is a 
really cool thing.”

Junior Kelton Aschinger
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Christian’s actions, but also their 
attitudes that sometimes provoke her. 
She described some Christian students as 
sometimes being non-accepting of others.

“Isn’t Christianity supposed to be 
accepting of all people? I guess this lends 
to some, definitely not all, but some of 

the people in these said groups give off a 
condescending aura,” Latas said.

While Latas’s thoughts about the 
attitudes of some students in these 
groups holds true for others in the 
school, others, like Aschinger try to 
have a positive attitude when it comes 
to influencing the student body.

While Aschinger enjoys making 
disciples around the school, he said he 
has a nonjudgmental view towards other 
religions and hopes the groups are not 
creating too forceful of an invitation.

“I think Christianity is an awesome thing 
that is happening at Upper Arlington High 
School,” he said. “But I don’t want anyone 
to think that these groups are trying to pres-
sure anybody to believe in the faith.”  

“I’m here because God put me here,” 
Aschinger said. “I really don’t know what 
I’m going to do later in my life yet, but 
right here in this moment, I think making 
disciples at the school or around the 
community is a really cool thing.”

Aschinger credits his ability to serve as 
a leader in Cru to the lessons the group 
has taught him about spreading his beliefs.

“I really fell in love with Cru sophomore 
year. It has given me the outreach ability to 
start sharing my faith,” Aschinger said.

Like Aschinger, Overmyer also enjoys 
having a community of believers with 
whom she can spend time and said she 
benefits from her relationships with the 
Christian friends she has made.

“I know I can talk to them if I need 
somebody to pray for me,” Overmyer said.

While some students benefit from 
attending these groups, there are others, 
like Esler, who choose not to participate 
but look at them as a good experience for 
those who choose to attend.

Although Esler is not religious, she 
approves of these Christian groups.

“They seem like a lot of fun and 
bonding for those who participate in the 
organizations,” Esler said.

While some see members of these 
groups as those searching to deepen their 
faith, others, like Latas, feel otherwise.

“I feel like sometimes people in Arlington 
rely on religion to get away with poor 
choices,” Latas said. “In certain cases, people 
partake in illicit activities and in doing so, 
lie to their families and break laws and then 
revert back to their various Bible studies and 
religious organizations, making it seem as 
though [they] feel they can get away with 
making poor decisions and then redeem 
themselves by attending religious activities.”

Latas said that she believes people 
should participate in 
Christian groups only to 
truly grow in their faith. 

“I think it’s great if you’re 
seeking participation in these 
religious-affiliated groups if 
you’re truly looking to deep-
en your faith and to grow 
better as a person,” Latas 
said. “But if you repeatedly 
are making bad decisions 
and using your religion to justify them, then 
I think there’s a problem.”

For Latas, it is not only some 

A different set of beliefs
by katemAgIll, ’13

Throughout uahs, there are 
numerous religions by which 

students abide. however, one set of 
beliefs that often goes overlooked is 
atheism, which includes individuals 
who do not base their values in a 
religion or deity. 

senior ally cole is one student who 
considers herself an atheist although she 
was brought up in a christian family, cole 
found that organized religion created too 
much conflict.

“i was never really into going to 
church, praying or learning about the 
christian religion,” she said. “i see it as 
something that causes a lot of conflict for 
something that we can’t put facts behind.”

For cole, her own atheism is not 
something she feels the need to prove 
to others.

“i don’t go trying to prove that a god 
doesn’t exist,” she said, “but i believe 100 
percent that there isn’t one.”

senior roberta blaho is another 
student who is certain in her belief in a 
lack of a higher power.

“i’d have to say that i’m atheist, because 
i can’t believe that there is such a thing,” 
she said. “i don’t know how there could be 
something metaphysical out there.”

blaho said her atheism stems from her 
upbringing, as her parents never stressed 
religion in her household. she said that 
her father’s set of beliefs is based in 
science, and his scientific explanation of 
the universe was the most logical.

““everything my dad said, i thought 
those [answers] were true and they 
sounded real,” she said. “they gave good 
explanations, like the big bang theory and 
evolution, and they make sense to me.”

both blaho and cole said that 
although they do not practice a formal 
religion, their belief systems are rooted 
in a faith in good. For cole, she said her 
system of values stems from her belief 
in each individual finding his or her 
own happiness and living each day as 
well as possible. blaho believes that the 
world will also work itself out, and that 
good will prevail.

“When i have a hard time, my main 
thought is that everything is going to 
happen and work out. Whatever happens 
happens, you can deal with it,” she said.

after blaho spoke with her 
mother about values, blaho said she 
appreciated her mother’s point of view 
in faith in the human race.

“My mom always says her belief is in 
humanity, that people are inherently good,” 
she said. “and i thought, that’s nice.”   

‘‘If you repeatedly are 
making bad decisions 

and using your religion to 
justify them, then I think 
there’s a problem.”

senior sydney latas

Students discuss their thoughts outside of formal religion
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Students provide service, consider career options at local hospital
by emmaklebe, ’13

hroughout a hospital one may 
expect nurses in green scrubs, 
patients in wheelchairs and 

beeping machines. but at riverside 
Methodist hospital, volunteers in striped 
aprons are mixed into the scene. these 
red and white 
stripes are 
not signs of 
holiday cheer; 
they stand for 
a volunteer 
program 
called candy 
striping.    

stripers must be 15 years or older and 
are involved in activities which include 
visiting patients, picking up and delivering 
meals and discharging people.

senior andi smart is one of many 
students at uahs who is a candy striper and 
has already accumulated 80 hours of service.

in order to become a candy striper, 
smart said she had to go through an 
extensive process. students must fill 
out an application and be interviewed. 
after being accepted into the program, 
the student is required to attend an 
orientation, go to a training day, and get a 
tuberculosis test.

although it took time to be admitted, 
smart said she has taken much away from 
the program. 

“it’s a great opportunity to give back 

to my community, learn more about the 
hospital and see if it would be a possible 
career choice,” she said.

the candy striping program has also 
allowed smart to meet other students 
with the same career goals.

 “it’s a great way to get to know people 
from other schools and the hospital is 

very ap-
preciative 
of what we 
do,” she 
said. 

smart 
recalls one 
specific 
interaction 

where she felt a part of a patient’s 
hospital experience.

“i went up to discharge a patient on 
the maternity floor. When i opened the 
door i was greeted 
by the baby, 
mother, father and 
the grandparents,” 
smart said. “the 
father asked me 
to take pictures of 
them and record on 
our whole way down to their car.”  

candy striping has also given career 
insight to senior anna tatakis. With 
aspirations to be a doctor, she decided 
to get involved to greater explore the 
medical field. 

tatakis’ day-to-day jobs vary 

depending on the needs of the hopsital.
“i discharge patients and deliver 

newspapers, flowers and notes to 
patients,” she said. 

overall her experience has reaffirmed 
her ambitions for college and even a 
future career. 

“[the program] has cemented the 
fact that i want to be in a health-related 
profession and i feel comfortable in a 
hospital environment,” tatakis said. 

tatakis not only benefits by discovering 
more about the medical-career field, she 
feels appreciated as a volunteer. 

“one time i went to go pick up a patient 
and while i was waiting for them i over-
heard them talking to the nurse and raving 
about how wonderful their experience 
was,” she said. “they kept thanking me for 
volunteering and it just further [affirmed] 
my desire to help people and make sure 

they receive excel-
lent services.” 

Junior Madi 
crosby got involved 
with the program 
not only to explore 
a possible career 
field, but because 

of her motivation to give back. 
“i have always loved to volunteer. 

by giving up my time and using my 
talents to help others i feel a sense of 
accomplishment,” she said. “i think it’s 
great to put the needs of others in front of 
your own.” 

‘‘It’s a great opprtunity 
to give back to my 

community, learn more about 
the hospital and see if it would 
be a possible career choice.”

senior Andi smart

‘‘I have always loved to volunteer. 
By giving up my time and using 

my talents to help others I feel a sense 
of accomplishment.”

Junior Madi Crosby
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by elizabethtZAgourNIs, ’13

African elephants and Emperor 
penguins surround senior Sydney 
Richard’s classroom. In the 

distance manatees munch on heads of 
lettuce while 100-year-old sea turtles glide 
through the water. Although UA has 
yet to adopt a zoo-themed environment, 
Richards has enjoyed this atmosphere 
during her first quarter at the Columbus 
Zoo and Aquarium’s Zoo School.
     During the junior and senior years 
of high school, students enroll in fewer 
required courses. This allows for students 
to partake in more classes of which they 
have a genuine interest. Richard’s interest 
in biology and life sciences has been taken 
to the next level through Columbus Zoo 

and Aquarium’s Zoo School 1. Accord-
ing to the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium 
website, the program is “designed to 
give high school juniors and seniors a 
greater insight and understanding of the 
excitement and demands of science”.
Additionally, the program is “zoology 
driven, research focused, rich in the use of 
technology and application based.”
     Richards’ involvement in the course 
requires her to attend classes and engage 
in lab work at the zoo every afternoon.

“It’s technically an extension of the 
Delaware Area Career Center which is 
kind of like Fort Hayes. It’s a research-
based program that focuses on life 
sciences, so we take Zoology class there 
and we take AP Statistics class,” Richards 
said. “We take what we learn and apply 
it to our own research projects that we do 
during the day. We study the animals and 
their behavior.”

The full curriculum includes two 
programs: Zoo 1 and Zoo 2. Zoo 1 is the 
entrance-level course while Zoo 2 is the 
second year course that further expands 
on principles learned while in Zoo 1, 
such as research methods and applied 
science technologies. 

According to Richards, each level has 
around 25 students, with students able to 
begin the application process as early as 
their sophomore years to start as juniors. In 
order to gain acceptance into Zoo School 
there are prerequisites and certain steps 
prospective students must accomplish.

“[The process] consisted of a couple 
of essays, we had to write about ourselves 
and why would we be qualified,” Richards 
said. “We had to submit one of our 
unofficial transcripts and we also had to 
do a test to see where we’re at in biology 
and basic math.”          

Additionally students must have 
already taken Biology and Algebra 

Senior shares insight into a unique educational 
option at the Columbus Zoo and Aquarium

photos courtesy oF sydney richards

Zoo School students study various animals at the 
Columbus Zoo and Aquarium, such as this Western 
lowland gorilla. Research projects have also included 
studies involving silver langurs and leopards, senior 
Sydney Richards said.

courses as well as complete the Zoo 
Research School application and the 
Dublin Area Career Center application. 
Richards admitted the process was 
extensive, but she is very happy with her 
decision to enter the school.

“It’s an awesome program and I’m 
really glad I did it,” Richards said. “I 
definitely think that if you’re interested in 
life sciences or Zoology or you just want 
to work at a zoo for a half day [you should 
consider it]. It’s really fun and it’s a lot of 
hard work but worth it.”

Richards said the hard work comes 
in the form of taking both classes and 
undertaking research-driven projects 
during her afternoons at the Zoo 
School. A typical day consists of class 
time in either Zoology or AP Statistics 
while the second half is reserved for 
student fieldwork.

“We go out into the zoo and do our 
research projects,” she said. “[We] take notes 
on the animals, take data and at the end of 
all of it we take all of our data, analyze it 
and try to draw some conclusions.”

One study Richards investigated 
explored the silver langur, an animal similar 
to monkeys, and if weather conditions 
affected their activity level or behavior.

“I got to go out of the classroom 
everyday for about an hour and observe 
my animal, measure data [such as] how 
langurs were exhibiting active behavior 
versus nonactive behavior,” Richards said.

“Unfortunately, I found no relationship 
between weather and activitity [but] it was 
a good experience… it was a really good 
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starting point in the field of research, 
where sometimes you find something and 
sometimes you don’t.” 

Richards believes one of the most 
rewarding aspects of her focused 
curriculum is the applicability in and 
around the zoo.

 “It’s really cool to be able to have a 
more focused program on what I would 
like to do with my future. It motivates 
me to learn more because a lot of the 
stuff we learn in Zoology and Statistics 
is applicable to our research projects and 
future research we might want to do,” she 
said. “People always ask, ‘when are we 
going to use this?’ and then in Zoo School 
I know.”

The environment is highly focused 
and specialized compared to similar life 
science courses 
Richards may 
have chosen 
within the high 
school since 
UAHS does 
not have the 
surrounding 
environment to supplement the classroom 
learning. This focus and increased 
personalized experience is another reason 
why Richards has found gratification 
within the program.

“I really enjoy that I can walk out of 
the classroom and see a polar bear; who 

else can say that?” Richards said. “I [also] 
enjoy the close-knit atmosphere of a good 
relationship with the teacher, since we 
only have two classes and we have the 
same teachers everyday. It definitely helps 
with communication, and just the overall 
atmosphere is a lot more personal.”

The small class size and increased 
attention make for closer relationships not 
only with the teachers but other students 
involved in the program. Richards said 
that since she is the only student from UA 
she feels the opportunity to meet people 
and make lasting friendships has been one 
of the most rewarding aspects. 

“It was really refreshing to go into 
it not really knowing anyone or what 
exactly the program consisted of, [and] I 
found a lot of meaning in figuring it out,” 

Richards said. 
“It’s cool to 
meet people 
who share 
your same 
interests… 
[My favorite 
part about the 

program is] definitely the people. I love 
them, we’re all so close.”

The new friendships and research all 
reinforced Richards’ decision to enroll in 
Zoo School and focus on her specialized 
education path. Richards said that science 
was never an easy class for her but Zoo 

School made the content more accessible 
and she has gained confidence and 
satisfaction from the challenge. Richards’ 
motivation to succeed in her research 
and continue in her pursuit of a unique 
out-of-the-class experience has positively 
impacted her senior year.

“Science was always a class that 
challenged me, but I think now I’ve found 
kind of an appreciation for that challenge. 
I think that’s what motivates me a lot 
more to pursue that - because it’s exciting 
to be challenged,” she said. “Now I can 
find meaning in that, which is really cool. 
[Zoo School] definitely helped me get 
excited about what I want to do, hopefully 
biology, in the future.” 

Zoo School
requirements
•	 Completion	of	sophomore	

year
•	 Zoo	Research	School	

application
•	 Completion	of	Biology	1	

and	Algebra	1
•	 $75	entrance	fee
•	 Transportation	to	and	from	

the	zoo
•	 Pre-Zoo	School	readiness	

exam
•	 High	school	transcript
•	 Three	completed	Zoo	

School	recommendation	
forms	from	Biology,	Math	
or	Language	Arts	teachers

•	 250-word	essay	on	reasons	
for	entrance	into	the	
progam

source: delaWare area career center

‘‘People always ask, ‘When 
are we going to use this?’ 

and then in Zoo school, I know.”
senior sydney Richards,  
a member of Zoo school

photo courtesy adolphus oF WiKiMedia coMMons

left: Zoo School student Josh Courtney observes and takes notes on the behavior and activity of polar bears. 
Students receive research assignments from zoo staff for their end-of-the-year projects. right: Fellow Zoo School 
students Emily Clark and Emma Lairson work on their studies before heading out into the zoo to conduct research. 
Students spend half their time in the classroom and half on the field.
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Senior Ben Kompa measures fluid using a graduated cylinder. Kompa decided to spend most of his senior year conducting medical research on brain tissue at The Ohio State 
University. His research has theoretical foundations, Kompa said, allowing other scientists to use new gene sequencing technology.

photo by audrey ross

by Journalism i student becinagANtHer, ’16

Perched at a table in the middle of 
The Ohio State University’s Sadee 
Lab, long after most college students 

have returned to their dorms, sits UAHS 
senior Ben Kompa. His nimble fingers 
reach for lab materials and jot down notes 
in a binder, while his eyes stay trained 
to the PCR tubes in front of him. Each 
tube contains one of the 32 brain samples 
he is testing, along with various enzymes 
and chemicals. Once the experiment is 
complete, Kompa will have made a billion 
copies of each brain sample, which he will 
use for further analysis. 

The school bell rings at 3:05, 
signalling the end of the scholastic 
day for most students. But for student 
researchers such as Kompa, there are still 
hours more of academic pursuit. 

Trading leisure time for lab coats, and 
school clubs for stethoscopes, students 
turn prodigious research aspirations into 
their futures.

According to science teacher Wendy 
Pinta, the first step to conducting 
research at colleges is finding a topic the 

student is interested in studying. 
“Students find mentors by first 

deciding what it is that they want to 
investigate,” Pinta said. “Research ranges 
from physics and engineering projects to 
psychology, bio-fuels and environmental, 
to medicine and health.” 

Student research interests are also 
influenced by popular research topics at 
the university level. 

“I will say that the one area that I 
have seen expanded upon in the last few 
years is environment, especially biofuel 
research and carbon-capture research,” 
Pinta said. “The explosion of projects in 
this area at the local and national levels 
mirrors the expansion of these fields at 
the university level.”

One student who has been influenced 
by the explosion of environmental 
projects is junior Matthew Belz. He is 
currently studying lithium ion and how 
to create better metal air batteries, which 
will enable solar and wind power to 
become a better replacement for oil. 

Other students, such as Kompa, are 
working to make advancements  
in medicine. 

“Currently [my research] has more 
theoretical foundations. It allows 
other scientists to use brand new gene 
sequencing technology,” Kompa said.

Junior Taruni Kumar is also conducting 
research in the field of medicine. 

“I did research last year on bacteria 
and inflammation,” Kumar said. “It’s 
cancer related.”

The second step in conducting 
research, Pinta explained, is coordinating 
with a college, hospital, or other facility 
that will let high school students work in 
their labs. 

“Students complete a literature 
review of relevant research in their 
topic or field,” Pinta said. “ Afterwards, 
they begin to network for mentors. 
These sometimes come from a notable 
researcher whose studies they have read 
during their literature review, or from 
a search of professors, using university 
websites, in their field,” Pinta said.

Belz has found the online approach 
useful in locating mentors.

“I work with Dr. Yiying Wu,” 
Belz said. “I found him through the 
Department of Chemistry's website and 

Students pursue  
research opportunities  
at local universities
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found the professors that were available 
for research.”

Kompa found a professor at Ohio 
Dominican University because his 
mother worked there. 

“My mom was a professor there, and 
to get started at science research, you 
need to know someone [at the facility] so 
that was the first place I could get a job.”

After finding a professor, science 
teacher Laura Brennan said students 
“write an email to that professor, 
introduce themselves, and ask to have a 
meeting. And they’ll go and meet the 
person, talk about what they’re interested 
in. And hopefully the mentor will let 
them work at their lab.”

Brennan said there are numerous 
benefits to conducting research at a 
professional lab, as opposed to a high 
school classroom. 

“I think it’s the level of the research,” 
she explained. “A lot of these are cutting 
edge, very high level research at the 
university setting.”

Such cutting edge research would 
need equipment and tools that only a 
university could provide, Pinta said. 

“Students who work in a private 
or university laboratory have access 
to specialized and more sophisticated 
equipment than we can provide at 
school,” she said. 

For instance, Kompa’s latest 
experiment involving DNA samples 
required materials the school would not 
have been able to provide.

Additionally, professors supervise 
students working in the lab. 

“When a student works in the lab, 
the professor, or someone designated 
to the student, supervises the students 
work,” Pinta said. “This ensures that 
standard protocols are followed and that 
the student does not inadvertently expose 
themselves to dangerous or hazardous 
chemicals or devices.”

Brennan agreed that keeping 
students safe in a college laboratory was 
a top priority. 

“Quite often,[students] have to go 
through safety training,” she said.

After a year of researching in a lab 
with their professors, some student 
researchers receive recognition for their 
work. Brennan said she has had students 
who go to international 
science fairs from doing 
their research work. 

“Two students right 
now...are going to be 
second authors on research 
papers. That’s a very 
big thing in the world 
of research, to have a 
published research paper,” 
Brennan said.

Kompa has received awards, prize 
money, and professional fame through 
his research. 

“I was the McGraw Hill Young 
Scientist at the regional state fair,” he 
said. “I won $250 and am going to be 
featured in a short documentary by 
Life Technologies, a gene sequencing 
company, about [my] research.”

Kumar said she presented her medicinal 
research at a science fair and received a 
state award and dentistry award. 

Although the rigorous lab work keeps 
him busy, Belz said he enjoys his research 
and doesn’t mind the lack of free time. 

“Balancing school and research can be 
difficult at times, but the research is fun 

so I don’t find it much of a 
problem,” Belz said.

In fact, the main reason 
why many students decide 
to begin research is that 
they have a strong interest 
in the subject.

 “Understanding how 
the body works has always 
been really cool to me, so 

to have a chance to research how parts 
of the body work that people haven’t 
discovered yet was just an opportunity I 
couldn’t pass up,” Kompa said.

Like Kompa, Kumar also enjoyed 
studying medicine and was looking  
to expand his involvement in the field. 

“I have an interest in medicine, so I 
decided this was a good way to get into it 
early on,” Kumar explained.

Belz said he began his research because 
he had been wanting to find answers to 
his engineering questions, and he felt 
OSU allowed him to pursue that interest. 

Student researchers often have a 
strong scientific career ahead of them. 

“Many of them continue with their 
work when they’re in college, and will 
continue to be paid in a lab and that 

becomes their job,” Brennan said. “So 
they’re full time students and work in a 
lab part time to earn some money.” 

Kompa, Belz, and Kumar each hope 
to continue their current research in their 
future careers. 

“Currently, I’m leaning toward 
being a medical researcher and 
getting a PhD and maybe a Doctor 
of Medicine degree and focus on 
researching new medical care,” 
Kompa said. “I want to get a college 
degree, and by the end of undergrad 
have three, four, six or more papers 
published in a scientif ic journal.” 

Likewise, Kumar wants to be a doctor 
and continue her dentistry research. 

Belz is looking to major in Chemical/
Materials science engineering at 
a research focused school, such as 
Carnegie Mellon or Princeton. 

“I hope to find some answers to the 
unknowns of metal air batteries,” he said. 
“If we can get better batteries, solar and 
wind power will become possible for 
replacement of oil.”

Being a student researcher can 
be a daunting task, and conducting 
experiments is demanding of the 
researcher’s time and energy;  
however, Belz said the possibility of 
recognition and future success, along 
with the promise of expanding  
present knowledge, make it a 
worthwhile experience. 

Belz described student research best: 
“Working in a college lab,” he said, “is 
always a cool experience.”  

‘‘ Currently, I’m leaning 
toward being a 

medical researcher ... and 
focus on researching new 
medical care.”

Junior Taruni Kumar

‘‘The explosion of projects 
in [biofuel research and 

carbon-capture research] ... 
mirrors the expansion of these 
fields at the university level.”

science teacher Wendy Pinta
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Students showcase public 
speaking skills in competitive club

by cassielowerY, ’13

F    
or many people, the thought of 
having to go up in front of a group 
and deliver a speech is nerve 

wracking, if not downright terrifying. 
But for some, the trembling hands 
and churning stomach are replaced by 
excitement and the thrill of competition.

The speech and debate team is a group 
that researches and prepares various types 
of oral presentations. These speeches 
are then taken to competitions and 
tournaments roughly twice a month from 
November through May. Both speech 
and debate have different categories in 
which members can choose to compete 
in such as Impromptu, Extemporaneous 
and Public Forum, a debate that centers 
around current political issues. 

Junior Ziyue Wang, who competes in 
Public Forum debate, got involved with 
the team his freshman year after looking 
for a club to join at the high school.

Wang said that anyone can join the 
team, but the events students pursue 
depend on their individual strengths.

Despite competing in various catego-
ries, the speech and debate teams are part 
of one unit 
and they 
travel to 
competi-
tions and 
tournaments 
together. 
Individual 
students are 
placed on either team depending on their 
event. Students who compete in categories 
that involve arguing against another team 
will be in the debate section, while all 
other events fall under speech. 

Senior Niki Ahmadi, who has also 
been on the debate team since his 
freshman year,  said that while knowing 
the facts and being informed about the 
featured issue is important, it is not 

enough to win.
“You have to be pretty good at...being 

confident in what you’re saying, even 
though it might not always make the 
most sense at the time,” Ahmadi said. 
“You’ve got to sell your argument and 
if you sell it right, oftentimes the other 
team will be convinced.”

According to Wang, good public 
speaking skills are crucial to success on 
the debate team, but quick thinking can 
be just as important.

“[For debate competitions] I go as the 
second speaker, which means I have to 
sometimes come up with speeches on the 
fly,” Wang said. 

As the latter presenter, Wang waits for 
the other side to deliver its points before 
taking his turn. Wang said that this is one 
of his favorite aspects of debate, because 
it lets him think about the issue in a 
different light.

“I get to think about the other person’s 
points and think of comebacks against 
them, and that’s always very enjoyable,” 
Wang said. “Being able to see something, 
figure out what’s wrong with it and then 

show them 
that we’re 
right: That’s 
what I 
like about 
debate.”

The 
competi-
tions are 

tournament style, where most events have 
multiple rounds. Students compete for 
judges who rank the competitors in the 
speech events and determine the winners 
for the debates. The winners are awarded 
points, and the points each team mem-
ber gets are then added together for the 
school’s total score.

According to Ahmadi, UAHS’s speech 
and debate group is one of the better 

teams in the state. He points out that 
each year several students qualify for the 
state tournament, the highest competition 
the team attends.

“Almost every year we have people 
who go to states. They’re usually seniors, 
but every now and then—actually every 
year we have one underclassman who 
does really well at districts and goes onto 
states,” Ahmadi said.

Both Ahmadi and Wang were state 
qualifiers in 2012, and they hope to 
repeat their achievement this year. 
Wang said the team is setting its sights 
even higher.

“We’re expecting to build on the 
victories from last year and definitely 
win states this time. So that’s one of our 
goals,” Wang said.

Despite how well the team does in this 
coming year, Ahmadi said he has seen a 
lot of growth in himself throughout his 
time on debate.

“I think what I enjoy is you see 
yourself rising to a point where you didn’t 
think you could get,” Ahmadi said. “You 
see yourself improve a lot, and I think 
especially for things like speech where 
people have a lot of fear, it’s just really 
nice to see that you’ve improved.”  

Speech

Senior Nick Donadio practices his portion of the debate 
during a team meeting. Donadio  and his partner Niki 
Ahmadi qualified for states last year and hope to do the 
same this year.

photo by Maria berger
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‘‘I think what I enjoy is 
you see yourself rising 

to a point where you didn’t 
think you could get.”

senior Niki Ahmadi

debate
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Charlie, a teacup pig, poses in his pen. Junior Madi Crosby and her family are the proud owners of two teacup pigs: Charlie and Babs, both playful porkers.

Teacup pigs find homes in UA

by Journalism i student alexkeller, ‘14

It’s time for dogs to step aside. There is a 
new “man’s best friend”: the teacup pig. 
These adorable creatures have already 

stolen the hearts of many students. Still 
relatively uncommon as pets, the porky 
critters keep people craving their cuteness. 

Last school year, some UAHS 
students received a surprise visit from 
a teacup pig owned by language arts 
teacher Matt Toohey. 

“It created quite a fervor, lots of 
excitement,” Toohey said. “Even [former 
UAHS principal Kip] Greenhill came to my 
class to see the pig.”

These uncommon 
house pets are 
starting to show 
up more in the UA 
community with the 
help of their cute 
appearance and their 
funny nature. 

Junior Madi Crosby, an owner of two tea-
cup pigs, said she was not initially interested 
in owning a pig when her brother told her 
parents about an episode he saw on Discov-
ery Channel about training pigs. Her parents 
later stumbled across an ad for teacup pigs 
with information about the breeder, and their 
interest was piqued. At the time the family 
was looking for a new pet and this seemed to 
be a good answer to their problems. Crosby 
said she remembers being woken up early by 
her mom to find out they were going to take 
a family trip up to the farm to see the pigs. 

Upon arriving at the farm Crosby said, 
“We kind of fell in love.”

And the Crosbys aren’t the only ones to 
enjoy one of these pink, plump porkers. 

Junior Mary Dierker said her family 
adopted a teacup pig into their family as 
well. Dierker’s sister had always wanted a 
pig and regularly mentioned this penchant 
to her parents. Their parents eventually 
relented and the family ordered a teacup 
pig off a Texas breeder’s website. They 
could choose the color of the pig, whether 
it be the traditional pink pig or black or 
white, or even a mix of spots. 

“You have to have really weak parents to 
[convince] them to get you a pig,” Dierker 
said with a laugh, “but [eventually] it is 
hard [for them] to say no because [the pigs] 
are so adorable and funny.”

 Even with their 
cute appearance, 
Toohey said he has 
been surprised by 
the stubborn nature 
of his pig, though 
he admits she is an 
intelligent creature.

“[My pig] knows 
I’m annoyed with her, so she purposely tries to 
misbehave,” he said. “[My pig] will look me in 
the eyes and then pee on an Oriental rug.” 

Toohey explained that his pig also gets 
angry when she’s not fed on schedule, and she 
will retaliate by eating furniture, shoes and, if 
necessary, knocking over trash cans to get to 
food. Once, his petite piglet knocked BBQ 
pork ribs out of the trash and ate them. 

“I felt it was a slight form of cannibalism,” 
he said with a smile.

Other than their temperamental nature, 
teacup pigs are cared for like most pets. 
They need to be fed once a day with either 
pig food—which can be purchased online—
or they can eat leftover table scraps, such as 
mashed potatoes, cottage cheese, apples,etc. 

Although breeders suggest that owners not 
feed their pigs table scraps, as the animals 
can grow larger than their “teacup” size if 
overfed. Such is the case for Crosby’s pigs.

“They’re getting kind of fat,” Crosby said, 
“so we’re thinking of getting them a leash 
and walking them.” 

For now, Crosby will continue to let 
them run wild in her backyard. 

Sophomore Giuliana Ciotola, who has 
owned a teacup pig since eighth grade, said 
she still finds it humorous when she takes 
her pig to the vet.

“There are all of these dogs there, and 
then we walk in with a pig,” she said.

This is just one of the many funny 
moments Ciotola has experienced with 
her pig. She said that some people have 
tried to teach her pig to longboard—to 
no avail. Ciotola also has taken her pig to 
Rita’s Italian Ice and the reactions of the 
employees and customers were priceless. 

Toohey agreed that even though he gets 
annoyed with his pig sometimes, he loves 
people’s reactions towards her. 

“We had someone over to fix the air 
conditioner, and he was so shocked when he 
heard snorts and then saw a pig walk through 
the living room,” he said. “Those moments 
are hilarious.”

Crosby has had similar experiences.
“The first week I got them my friends 

came over everyday,” she said. “Everyone 
asked me, ‘How are the pigs?’” 

But Crosby doesn’t mind the attention 
because she is quite fond of her pigs. She 
treats them like lap dogs, holding and cud-
dling them regularly. 

From their chubby little bodies to their 
charming nature, teacup pigs have caught 
the attention of many in UA.  

‘‘We had someone over to fix 
the air conditioner, and he was 

so shocked when he heard snorts and 
then a pig walking through the living 
room. Those moments are hilarious.”

language arts teacher Matt Toohey

photo by natasha ringnalda
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“There are five holidays [in 
Islam] called Eid. The main one 
is after Ramadan, which is after 
you don’t eat or drink [until after 
sunset for almost a month]. My 
family and I normally go out and 
and have a little prayer, normally 
at a mosque. Then, we go out to 
eat, and we usually spend at least 

two weeks before it buying each other presents,” junior 
Sena Albash said. “[What my family does] is kind of like 
what Christians do in Christmas; they might give presents 
or money.”

“This year, we went out and prayed, then we went out 
to eat at an Arabic restaurant, because we rarely go out 
to eat. Then we exchanged gifts. I sometimes celebrate 
with my friends; we used to exchange gifts with them too. 
We [did] Secret Santa sometimes.  [Also] this year, we 
went to Michigan, because in Dearborn, there are a lot of 
Muslims, so we went to a Mosque there, a big one. It was 
just something new to do.  It’s just like any other holiday; 
everyone has their own traditions.”

It’s Tradition

“Since I’m Jewish, [my 
family] has a lot more holidays 
than the average American 
celebrates,” junior Naomi 
Benatar said. “Every holiday we 
go to synagogue and we pray. 
Since Hanukkah is typically 
considered the least important 
holiday, [my family] doesn’t do 

much, but as it is typical to celebrate the oil that lasted 
all eight days we eat oily foods. We light the candles and 
someone will play the piano and we’ll sing.”

“Most people, when I tell them that I celebrate Hanukkah 
instead of Christmas, they say, ‘Oh you’re so lucky! You get 
eight days of presents instead of just one.’  In my family, we 
don’t really do presents. Instead, we hang out and just enjoy 
[each other’s company],” she said. “By celebrating the Jewish 
holidays, it continues to remind us that … through all our 
holidays we’re just able to regroup together and enjoy each 
other and what the [day] stands for.”

Chiller Chillin’

All About EidCabin Christmas

With the holiday season approaching, students share their unique customs

“Each [Christmas] my family 
travels to Cacapon State Park in West 
Virginia, where we meet up with the 
rest of my family and rent cabins for 
two weeks,” junior Catt Perry said. 
“It’s the one time of year I get to be 
with all of my family all at once.” 

“Each year, we have a winter hike, 
and [we all] climb the trail to the 

highest point on the mountain range surrounding the park. 
We also have a scavenger hunt for the [little] kids that the two 
oldest cousins (my cousin Bren and I) create. The day before 
we all leave to head home, we have a nice, dressy dinner at the 
lodge. We put [many tables together] to create one long table 
that everyone can sit at. Afterwards, we all meet at one of the 
two cabins and we have a Secret Santa party.  ”

“It’s a tradition that I wouldn’t give up for anything,” she 
said. “I love my family and even though we all live so far 
away and we all have our differences, it’s nice to be able to 
put them all aside and just spend time together. That time 
spent with them creates memories that I’ll never forget and 
will always be special to me.”

Junior naomi benatar

Junior sena albashJunior catt perry

by davidstreIcHer, ’13

Latkes and Family
Though senior Jack Mueller is 

known for playing football on the 
Marv, his family has a Thanksgiving 
tradition ushering in the winter 
months with a different sport.

“My family —my whole, extended 
family—always goes ice skating on 
Thanksgiving after we eat,” he said. 
“My cousin’s uncle is the manager in 

charge at the [Dublin] Chiller, so he opens it—it’s normally 
closed [on Thanksgiving]—but he opens it up just for us so 
we can go and skate.” 

“The whole family [attends]. Anybody related to anybody 
with the last name Mueller [is there], so 50 people,” Mueller said.

“[The best part for me is] the fact that the whole extended 
family is involved, and we get to do it every year. I’ve got cousins 
that live over in Indiana that I don’t get to see very much, and 
also my grandparents that live over in Texas [come and skate 
with us.] So if you come to the Chiller on Thanksgiving [they] 
won’t let you in. It’s Muellers, Belews and Gablesons.”

senior Jack Mueller
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Fuzzy socks or a crazy hat 
are always a welcome sight 

during the blustery winter days. 
seek out the perfect pair of mittens 

and a warm scarf. or, if you want 
something even more special, learn to 
knit and make one yourself!

What could be better than a 
cup of hot chocolate and a 

s’more on those chilly nights when 
all you want to do is curl up by 
the fire and thaw? give the gift of 
happiness with some chocolate or 
another cozy comfort food.

Photo Focus
Sometimes homemade 

gifts are the best to give. 
try a photo album that you 
arranged, or, if you’re looking 
for something more creative, 

give a scrapbook a shot.

Personalize It
Whether it’s a t-shirt or a water 

bottle, personalized gifts are 
easy and unique. Walgreens is an 
easy, convenient place for creating 
your own present, or check out 
shutterfly.com or cafepress.com for 
iphone covers.

Give Back
Have an eco-friendly 

friend or one who 
actively volunteers? then the 
most meaningful gift may be to 

donate to a charity in their name. 
try the World Wildlife Fund, doctors 

Without borders, or heifer international.

If you want to give something more 
interactive, a destination is a unique 

way to celebrate the holidays. ice 
skating is always a cool option, and 
the twinkling lights of the columbus 
zoo’s Wildlights display can be a great 
way to get in the holiday mood.

White Wonders

ghirardelli 
double 

chocolate hot 
cocoa Mix: 

$6.95

Comfort Foods

 
11 oz. 

snapshot 
Mug: 

Walgreens, 
$12.99

8.5x11 
classic 

photo book: 
Walgreens, 

$19.99

one share of 
a sheep: heifer 
international, 

$10. 

the 
chiller 

public skate 
(student ticket): 
$7. skate rental: 

$3.

Men’s 
plaid 

Flannel 
scarves: 

old navy, 
$8.

Bundle Up

iMages courtesy ghirardelli, heiFer  international, old navy, the chiller, Walgreens

arlingtonian’s holiday 
guide for students  
on a budget

by oliviamIltNer, ’13
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he final autumn leaves have fallen and 
winter is fast approaching—along 
with many holiday traditions. one 

routine that comes all too quickly for students 
before winter break is studying for midterm 
exams. in order to avoid those long sleepless 
nights, below are a few tips to tackle the 

upcoming exams. 

should I study by myself or in a sm
all group?

should I go online or shut off  my electronics?

as social networking 
gains popularity, there is a thin 

line between using it as a tool and the 
tool becoming a distraction. When studying, it 

is best to take a break from social media and complete 
a certain amount of work, and then indulge in the many 

advanced forms of communication, according to ap u.s. history 
teacher Kim brown.

“i think for most of us we are trying to study, but then going 
back and forth between checking our e-mail, going on Facebook, or 
texting,” brown said.

For brown, these tools for communication can get in the way.
“it’s harder to get to that level of depth of study of what you need,” 

she said.
parentdish, a parenting website of The Huffington Post, states 

research shows that those who avoid social networks while 
studying earn higher grades.  

“[on average], students who used Facebook had gpas of 
3.06,” it states. “those who turned off the social media 

network when it came time to hit the books had 
a typical gpa of 3.82.” 

by anna-mariatHAlAssINos, ’14, 
layout by natasharINgNAldA, ‘13,
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a decision students 
encounter is whether to study 

individually or in a group. according to 
brown, the right study method varies on the 

student and how he or she learns best. For some 
students that’s done individually, and for others it is in 

groups. the big difference, brown said, is studying for a large 
test versus a short quiz.

“i always encourage students to form study groups when you 
have more complex issues,” brown said. “i do think that when you 

study with other people you can boost your confidence and 
help you know what [material] you do know, but it can also 

really draw out the things you need to work on.”
according to the villanova law school website, 

when studying is structured and students are 
interacting in a supportive environment, group 

studying is an ideal method. 
on its website, it states, “discussions 

with classmates can help [students] 
understand materials easier than [they] 
could have alone.” 

there is a constant 
debate between studying 

in small increments and working 
consecutively. brown believes studying 

straight through with no breaks is ultimately not 
going to help a student learn.

“i think there reaches a point where nothing else 
can [be learned],” brown said. “i always think it helps 

to review things, pull out notes and skim them for five 
minutes... the more repetition you give, and in smaller 
doses, is more effective.”

according to the university of south Florida’s website, 
it is ideal to take breaks when studying since the “average 
attention span for one task is approximately 20 minutes.” 

the website states, “[students] retain a great deal 
more if [they] learn in small manageable portions, 

than when [they] attempt to learn a great deal 
of information at once.”  usF recommended  

making these breaks mandatory to 
prevent burning out.  
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You are glad to see the twilight 
movie series end.

54% yay, 29% nay, 17% undecIded

the research that supports the 
world ending is accurate.

17% yay, 72% nay, 11% undecIded 

there needs to be more 
of a separation between 

church and state.
                                                                                                                        

53% yay, 21% nay, 26% undecIded

dAtA For tHIs YAY or NAY compIled tHrougH A voluNtArY 
ArlINgtoNIAN surveY oF 10 perceNt oF tHe studeNt bodY.

students are too attached 
to technology.

64% yay, 28% nay, 8% undecIded

yay or nay coMpiled by olivia Miltner

You wish the upper 
Arlington school district 

levy had passed.

51% yay,  24% nay,  25% undecIded

You prefer having exams 
before winter break.

82% yay, 10% nay, 8% undecIded

You would be fine if the 
Internet and cell phones 

no longer worked.

24% yay, 65% nay, 11% undecIded

You plan to travel over 
winter break.

47% yay, 40% nay, 13% undecIded 

82%

47%

54%

72%

53%

65%

51%

64%
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The bell rings. I pick up my 
binders and begin the journey 
from Arlingtonian to Advanced 

Ceramics. Cutting across the courtyard 
to avoid the congested hallways, I arrive 
at the doors to the freshman hallway. To 
my surprise the person walking in front 
of me lets the door close 
shortly after he makes his 
way through the entry. My 
frustration begins as I pull the 
handle: locked. 

Banging my fist against 
the glass, I attempt to attract 
someone’s attention. No such 
luck. I’m going to be late to 
class. After several minutes 
and many more attempts 
to gain the attention of the 
students streaming through 
the halls, someone finally 
opens the door. I thank them 
as I continue to class. 

This situation easily could have been 
avoided had the person who let the door 
slam behind him held the door for three 
seconds. Here’s a tip: If someone is behind 
you in the courtyard, hold the door.

If you know you’re going to be late to 
class, the people behind you are obviously 
going to be late as well; put yourself in 
their position: Would you want them to 
hold the door for you? 

Open the door for people in need. 
Take the extra 10 steps to help out a 
fellow student. Make the first move to 
make someone’s day better. 

Now, when someone goes the 
extra steps to open the door for you, 
thank them. It’s just two words; two 

syllables. Because something even more 
frustrating than waiting outside in the 
cold is when you go out of your way to 
help someone and you’re not even given 
a thank you. 

Common courtesy among high 
school students is becoming, well, not 

so common. Some 
students are far too 
concerned about what 
is occupying their new 
iPhones rather than 
being considerate of 
their classmates and 
teachers around them. 
Now, I don’t have the 
new iPhone, but for 
me to say that I never 
check my cell phone 
in the hall would be 
a lie. Yet, if someone 
drops their books you 
better know that I’ll 

be putting my cell phone away to help 
out that person. 

Holding the door for someone is just 
a first step. Try saying “I’m sorry” when 
you run into someone in the hallway. 
Better yet, when someone drops a pencil 
on the floor from the desk next to you, 
pick it up. This would eliminate the 
awkward body contortions that ensue 
when a pencil rolls just a little too far 
from its owner. 

Practicing common courtesy is just one 
way you can ensure that our generation 
succeeds in the future. Do the UAHS 
tudents a favor and make a change. 
Together, we can better the outlook of our 
student body and be more polite.  

Columnist comments on 
lack of manners in the hallways

by natasharINgNAldA, ’13



. . . Please?

T       he holidays make everyone crazy, 
some more than others. One 
year, while doing my last-minute 

holiday shopping at Target, I overheard 
a woman shouting, “I am an American; 
I celebrate Christmas!” clear from the 
other side of the store. As I listened to 
this exclamation, two things crossed my 
mind. One: This lady needs a chill pill 
pronto. Two: People in this nation don’t 
appreciate religious diversity.

I come from a religiously diverse 
family. My father’s side is Jewish, 
while my mother’s side consists of 
several denominations of Christianity. 
I’ve attended Jewish, Catholic, and 
Presbyterian weddings, and a Dutch 
Reform funeral, all within my own family. 
Despite their differences, the two sides of 
my clan have held together because each 
side is tolerant of the other and respects 
their different beliefs. Though brought up 

in a Jewish household,  I 
am nonetheless the joint 
product of two different 
religious camps. As a kid, I 
spent a lot of time visiting 
my Christian relatives, and 
we all played parts in each 
other’s traditions because 
Christmas and Hanukkah 
emphasize family 
togetherness. Because 
they respected my family’s 
Jewish traditions, I learned 
to respect their faith, and 
the importance of religious tolerance.

But some people in this country have 
been numbed to the idea that Christianity 
is the norm and no longer recognize diver-
sity. Amidst the endless parade of “holi-
day” commercials (which put even election 
ads to shame) extolling a commercialized 
view of Christmas, the holiday has been 

As the holidays approach, columnist  asks for tolerance of all religions

                     

 use the bible

 place of worship is a church

 beliefs founded on Jesus christ and his teachings

 believe in going to heaven or hell in the afterlife

Z use the Quran

Z believe in submission 
to Allah

Z place of worship is a mosque

Z beliefs founded by 
muhammad and his teachings

Z believe in paradise and hell 
in the afterlife

 use the torah

           place of worship is a synagogue

 beliefs founded by Abraham
 and his teachings

       believe that afterlife means 
     joining ancestors 

Z believe 
that satan 
represents evil

Z 
believe in 
one god

 use the old 
testament

Z dietary 
restrictions 

christianity

Judaism
Islam

Similarities and differences of three religions show intersections of faith

sources: ceNtrAl mIcHIgAN 
uNIversItY college oF HumANItIes 
ANd socIAl ANd beHAvIorAl 
scIeNces, ANd pbs

normalized in the mind of 
the average American even 
though it is a religious hol-
iday. The Target shopper 
doesn’t realize that when 
she proclaims that as an 
American, she celebrates 
Christmas, it implies that 
people who don’t celebrate 
Christmas —including 
those who aren’t Chris-
tian—are not American. 

America is a diverse 
country; that’s well known. 

We’ve been “the Melting Pot” since the 
1900s, drawing  immigrants from all across 
the world. Despite this national variety, 
our country’s largest religious group 
remains Protestant Christianity (divided 
among several denominations) which 
constituted 78.4 percent of the country 
in 2007 according to a study by the Pew 
Forum on Religion and Public Life. But 
America is not exclusively Christian. The 
same study showed that Judaism, Islam, 
Hinduism, and Buddhism also have a 
presence among faithful Americans, at 1.7, 
.6 , .4 and .7 percents, respectively. Perhaps 
more importantly, people can choose not 
to believe in any religion at all. With this 
variety, tolerance is necessary to keep the 
“United” in United States.

As the holiday season draws near, most 
of UA will be preparing for their family’s 
Christmas celebrations. But just because 
you don’t put presents under a tree and 
wait for Santa doesn’t mean you’re not 
American. In fact, America was first colo-
nized by people seeking religious tolerance. 
It’s what millions of people of all creeds 
have been coming to this continent seek-
ing for the last 300 years. The fact is, there 
are a wide variety of different religious 
views in this country, and they should not 
be ignored. If we can put aside our dif-
ferences at this time of togetherness and 
love each other for our similarities, we can 
make these holidays truly meaningful.  

by davidstreIcHer, ’13

information graphic 
by kariHIgHmAN, ’13
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How do you think uA’s new 
texting and driving ban will affect 
students’  driving habits? 

How do you think the world  
will end?

Is it ok for students to openly  
talk about their religious views  
in schools?
“I think being able to 
express your religious 
beliefs is extremely 
important because 
it says a lot about 
one’s identity and 
character.”

Senior Greer Davis

“It won’t work. 
everybody texts and 
drives, and they’ll 
continue to.”

Junior Kevin Vannatta 

“Hopefully people 
will realize texting 
is not a good thing 
to do when driving 
because it’s a big 
distraction, and 
they’ll not do it.”

Sophomore  Maddy Wrightsel 

“I don’t think it will 
end in 2012, but 
when the world does 
end it will involve 
giant mosquitoes.”

Freshman Evan Savelson

coMpiled by patty huntley

A 
typical morning routine: hit the 
snooze button on your alarm 
at least twice, eat breakfast, get 

dressed for school, and check your 
phone for the latest news, from current 
events to who is dating whom.

now in 2012, we can easily agree that 
we live in a technology 
obsessed world. it used to 
be that snail mail was one of 
the only forms of commu-
nication between people. 
now, in a mere few seconds 
you can stalk a person’s 
entire life on Facebook. 

over the years, 
the improvements in 
technology have been 
seen as positive changes. 
studies have shown that 
29 percent of americans 
say that their wireless 
device is the first and 
last thing they look at 
everyday, according to a Time article.

We as a society have become overly 
attached to technology. i know personally, 
it can be difficult, and even i feel like 
something is missing if i’m without my cell 
phone for more than several hours. 

teenagers are consumed with not just 
their cell phones, but with the various 
websites and social media networks, such 
as youtube, tumblr, instagram, Facebook 
and twitter.

every month or so a new viral hit 
arises from the works of youtube. an 
infamous example occurred in september 
2011 with rebecca black’s song “Friday,” 
and more recently, it has been psy’s 
“gangnam style,” which has reached more 
than half a billion views.

uahs is not exempt of this technology 

craze. it’s common to run into students 
in the hallway as they type away on their 
smartphones, obviously not watching 
where they are going. 

Walking through the halls, all i ever 
hear is, “ooh, i have to instagram this!” or 
“did you just check what she posted on 

Facebook?” and even “i’m 
so tweeting this!”

not only has 
technology affected our 
daily interactions with 
friends, but also flirting and 
dating has transformed 
from face-to-face 
conversations to simply 
a contact in your phone. 
With flirting being a nerve-
wracking and difficult 
skill to master, texting is 
a much easier solution, 
that is unfortunately more 
often used, since there 
is more time to come up 

with what to say.
Mastering this skill via text is fine, but 

body language—which is impossible to see 
through phone—plays a vital role in how 
you interact with others. When you want 
to flirt, it’s best to be done in person. this 
is not only because you will sound more 
sincere, but also you will see if there’s actual 
chemistry between you two, since it’s easy               
to not truly act yourself when you have all of 
your technology to mask you.

our advancements in technology 
have privileged society with effortless 
means to keep up to date with 
one another; however, examples of 
the drastic changes in face-to-face 
communication prove that we have 
lost sight of how reliant we are on the 
technology we have today.  

by anna-maria 
tHAlAssINos, ’14

Technology:
Friend

or
Foe?
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Just one week before election 
day, millions of americans found 
themselves without power, their 

homes in ruins, cities 
underwater, and over 
100 people dead in the 
aftermath of hurricane 
sandy. in the midst 
of one of the most 
brutalizing and negative 
presidential elections 
the country may have 
ever experienced, 
politics were set aside 
in this time of crisis and 
americans, regardless of 
their differences, united 
as one to pick up the 
pieces and rise above 
the storm. 

if you are like me, you would agree that 
not uniting as one nation to help fellow 
americans due to their political beliefs 
would be absolutly ridiculous. but when 
new Jersey gov. chris christie, who gave 
the keynote speech at the republican 
national convention, and president 
obama came together to help christie’s 
state through a crisis, their bipartisanship 
was seen as shocking. 

“it has been a great working relationship 
to make sure that we are doing the job that 
the people elected us to do,” christie said of 

president obama in a press 
conference on oct. 31. “i 
cannot thank the president 
enough for his personal 
concern and compas-
sion for our state and the 
people of our state.”

christie was criticized 
for endorsing obama 
even before the press 
conference, and fired 
back that the livelihood 
of americans was much 
more important than 
partisan politics.

“i am not going to 
play politics,” christie said on Piers Morgan 
Tonight on oct. 30. “this is so much bigger 
than an election.”

i commend both gov. christie and 
president obama for coming together 
for the best interests of the american 
people, and showing leadership and 
nationalism in the final days leading up 
to the election. 

it is sad that it takes such tragedy 
to bring an otherwise divided nation 

together.  if we change our outlook 
on the issues facing our country today, 
viewing such national disasters as we do 
our natural disasters, then there would 
be more immediate action as a result 
of unifying for the betterment of our 
country—as opposed to letting negative 
criticism and cynicism tear us apart. 

We are a part of a generation who 
experienced the terror of 9/11 and 
dealt with the sacrifices of growing up 
in the worst economy since the great 
depression. today, we live in a world where 
problems—from the struggling economy 
and our nation’s debt to the sustainability 
of our environment—are all in distress at 
the same time.  instead of collaborating 
to quickly form a resolution, more time is 
spent abiding by party ideology and mud 
slinging between politicans. a greater 
emphasis must be put on bipartisanship if 
we want to see positive change. When our 
own political leaders work together and 
begin to compromise, then the american 
people and the media will follow.

With the presidential election 
now over, we must put our political 
differences aside, adjust our outlook on 
the countless challenges ahead of us and 
come together as one nation.  

by abbygodArd, ’13

Political leaders from across the aisle come together in the wake of Hurricane 
Sandy’s destruction, show bipartisanship for the betterment of the country

responding to  
nATIOnAL disasters 

President Barack Obama and New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie talk with local residents at the Brigantine Beach Community Center. The center served as a shelter for those 
displaced by Hurricane Sandy, in Brigantine, N.J., Oct. 31, 2012.

photo courtesy pete souza/oFFicial White house photo

as we do to 
nATUrAL disasters
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Save It 4 L8r Staff supports UA’s recently 
implemented texting ban

staffedItorIAl

In today’s society, teens almost always have 
cell phones at hand. this connection has 
created a mass distraction during one of the 

most dangerous times: driving. sending that 
crucial text can turn into a disaster. according 
to the national highway and traffic safety 
administration, 
“sending or 
receiving a text 
takes a driver’s 
eyes off the road 
for an average of 
4.6 seconds.”  that’s 
the equivalent of 
driving the length 
of the Marv at 55 
miles per hour. 

to the despair 
of many teens, ua 
has recently implemented a ban on texting while 
behind the wheel. The Columbus Dispatch stated 
that this ban is among the strictest for young 
adults. if a driver under 18 is caught texting and 
driving, this action will be treated as a primary 
offense, meaning a police officer can pull the 
car over based on the suspicion of texting. as a 
result, offenders will suffer a 60-day suspension 
of their drivers’ licenses, as well as pay a $150 fine. 

however, this ban is in effect for a variety of 
tragic and practical reasons. according to stop 
Wrecks stop texts, a government-affiliated 

organization, 500,000 teenagers are injured 
in car accidents each year due to distracted 
driving. such driving could be caused by 
texting, sending a picture, talking on the phone, 
or browsing a social media page on a screen. 
one should ask: is checking that latest tweet 
worth totaling your car, ending your life or even 
someone else’s? the threatening situations 

texting and driving 
can cause are too 
common. 

Forty percent 
of teens also 
admit to being 
put in danger as 
passengers when 
the driver used 
a cell phone, 
reports the nhtsa. 
even if a teen is 
texting in a car 

without other passengers, pedestrians and 
other drivers become victims of texting and 
driving. according to the texting and driving 
safety website,  “teens who text and drive 
spend at least 10 percent of their time out of 
their lane.”  this time could severely harm a 
pedestrian, home or public establishment. 

the texting ban is a positive implementation 
for the general well-being of the ua community 
and student body. texting and driving puts 
innocent lives on the line. that vital text for 
Friday night’s plans can wait.   

UA jst pAssed A 
bll bnning txting 
And drving. bmmr.
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about us

Arlingtonian is a student-produced 
newsmagazine published approximately 
every four weeks by Journalism III-A 
students at Upper Arlington High 
School. The publication has been estab-
lished as a public forum for student ex-
pression and for the discussion of issues 
of concern to its audience. It will not be 
reviewed or restrained by school officials 
prior to publication or distribution.  

Since Arlingtonian is a forum for 
student expression, the editorial board, 
which consists of the staff ’s top editors, 
will determine the content of the news-
magazine and all unsigned editorials; 
therefore, material may not necessarily 
reflect the opinions or policies of Upper 
Arlington school officials.  

Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the 
editor, guest columns and news releases 
from faculty, administrators, community 
residents, students and the general public. 
The Arlingtonian editorial board reserves 
the right to withhold a letter or column 
and return it for more information if it 

determines the piece contains items of un-
protected speech as defined by this policy. 

As a public forum, all letters and 
columns meeting the above criteria will be 
posted in full on the Arlingtonian web site 
at www.arlingtonian.com for a minimum 
of four weeks.  Arlingtonian and its staff 
will strive to publish only legally protected 
speech following the legal definitions for 
libel, obscenity and invasion of privacy. 

The staff will also refrain from print-
ing stories that create a material disrup-
tion of school activities. Because the 
Arlingtonian staff will determine content 
of the publication, it will therefore also take 
complete legal and financial responsibility 
for what is printed. Arlingtonian will not 
avoid publishing a story solely on the 
basis of possible dissent or controversy. 

The Arlingtonian staff raises and 
pays all printing and production costs 
through advertising sales, donations and 
other fundraisers. 

The editor or co-editors shall interpret 
and enforce this editorial policy.

arlingtonian editorial Policythank you to our donors!
Arlingtonian is provided free to all students and staff with 
contributions from the generous people and businesses below



No appointment necessary,  
with evening and weekend  
hours available.

Visits start at $59 and, when  
applicable, we can bill your  
insurance.

Any patient under 18 years of age  
must be accompanied by parent  
or guardian.

BUT FOR OHIO STATE, 
EXPERT CARE WOULDN’T 
BE THIS CONVENIENT.

FastCare clinics provide  
quality care for common  
illnesses such as coughs,  
colds, sore throats, rashes  
and earaches.

Locations

Gahanna Giant Eagle 
1250 N. Hamilton Road

Market District Giant Eagle 
3061 Kingsdale Center 

Phone

614-366-2050 

Hours

Monday-Friday: 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. 
Saturday: 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
Sunday: 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

medicalcenter.osu.edu/go/fastcareFAST

CENTRAL OHIO’S BEST ADULT HOSPITALOSU WEXNER MEDICAL CENTER


